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PART I.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper includes a survey of recent state appellate court decisions and
attorney general opinions addressing issues of Texas administrative law as
well as other issues that may be of interest to administrative law practitioners.
The cases and opinions are divided into four categories: (1) public
information and open meetings, (2) immunity, (3) rulemaking, and (4) other
decisions of interest. Some cases touch upon more than one topic, but each
is included only once.

Texas Supreme Court cases precede lower appellate court decisions
(Austin Court of Appeals decisions precede other courts of appeal rulings),
which are followed by attorney general opinions. Slip opinions that have not
yet been released for final publication are subject to revision or withdrawal.

For each case, I have provided a brief procedural history of the case
which is followed by a key point of administrative law, a discussion of the
case related to that point, and a short summary of the dissenting and
concurring opinions, if present. Many of the cases do not center on
administrative law issues but present a point of import for administrative law
practitioners. For attorney general opinions, I have offered the request and a
statement of the determination.
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As a matter of convention, I have notated the authoring justice of an
appellate opinion by underlining his or her name, and the authoring trial judge
in parentheses after the court designation under the Procedural History
heading.

II. PUBLIC INFORMATION AND OPEN MEETINGS

A. Austin Court of Appeals Decisions

Thomas v. Cornyn, 71 S.W.3d 473
(Tex. App.-Austin 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Sheriff appealed the Travis County 98th Judicial District Court's
(Naranjo, J.) decision denying a plea to the jurisdiction and a motion to abate
and granting a mandamus and award of attorney's fees to the attorney general.
The Austin Court of Appeals modified and affirmed (Aboussie, C.J., Yeakel
and Puryear JJ.).

KEY POINT:

A requestor may intervene in a governmental body's suit against the
attorney general under § 552.325 of the Texas Government Code and seek
mandamus relief for release of information that the attorney general has
determined is subject to disclosure.

Attorney's fees are available to the attorney general as a successful party
in a suit under § 522.353 of the Texas Government Code.

DISCUSSION:

The attorney general issued a letter ruling which was adverse in part to
the Harris County sheriff's position that certain records of the department
relating to use of excessive force were excepted from disclosure under the
Public Information Act. The sheriff filed suit in the district court seeking a
declaratory judgment against the attorney general. The requestor, the Houston
Chronicle, intervened for a declaratory judgment that the records in question
were public and for a writ of mandamus to compel the sheriff to release the
documents. In response, the sheriff filed a plea to the jurisdiction and a
motion to abate the mandamus action. The trial court denied the plea and the
motion to abate and granted the mandamus. The trial court also awarded
attorney's fees to the attorney general in the event of appeal. The sheriff
asserted that the trial court lacked subject matter jurisdiction over the
newspaper's request for mandamus because the trial court had not yet ruled
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on the sheriff's claim against the attorney general. The sheriff argued that the
governmental body's right to sue the attorney general under § 552.325 of the
Texas Government Code is rendered meaningless if the court is permitted to
consider the requestor's mandamus action. The court notes that § 552.325
permits intervention in the suit by the requestor, that the requestor's right to
seek mandamus against the governmental body is independent of the
governmental body's right to sue the attorney general, and that both actions
raise the same issue of whether the information should be disclosed. Thus,
judicial economy favors permitting the requestor to intervene in the
governmental body's action against the attorney general to obtain mandamus
relief.

With regard to attorney's fees, the sheriff asserted jurisdiction under both
§§ 552.324 and 552.353 of the Texas Government Code. The sheriff argued
that his declaratory judgment action pursuant to § 552.324 does not permit an
award of attorney's fees to the attorney general. While the court agreed that
the declaratory judgment action does not allow an award of attorney's fees,
the sheriff's claim pursuant to § 552.353(b)(3) permits the court to award
attorney's fees incurred by the successful plaintiff or defendant. Section
552.323(b) permits the court to award attorney's fees in a § 552.353 action.

Section 552.353 creates a criminal offense for a public information
officer who, with criminal negligence, fails or refuses to provide information
requested under the act. Section 552.353(b) provides an affirmative defense
to an action under subsection (a) if the governmental entity has a reasonable
belief that the information requested is not subject to release.

Given that the attorney general was the defendant in the sheriff's
declaratory judgment action and was successful in showing that it acted
unreasonably in withholding the information, the court did not act improperly
when it awarded attorney's fees to the attorney general as the successful
defendant.

Hays County v. Hays County Water Planning P'ship,

69 S.W.3d 253 (Tex. App.-Austin 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Hays County sought an interlocutory appeal from the Hays County 264th
Judicial District Court's (Morgan, J.) denial of a motion for summary
judgment in a case involving the Open Meetings Act (Act). The Austin Court
of Appeals affirmed. (Aboussie, C.J., Yeakel, and P.urEywc, JJ.) (See also,
Hays County Water Planning Partnership v. Hays County, 41 S.W.3d 174
(Tex. App.-Austin 2001, pet denied) in which the appeals court held that
Hays County violated the Act by posting an insufficient notice of a
commissioners court meeting.).
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KEY POINT:

The purpose of legislative immunity is to protect decision-makers from
the substance of their decisions, not to protect them with regard to the process
in which decisions are made.

DISCUSSION:

The Hays County Commissioners Court voted to approve a transportation
plan for submission to the Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization.
The Hays County Water Planning Partnership (Partnership) asserted that the
commission substantively altered the approved plan after the meeting. The
commissioners court countered that the plan was not altered after the meeting
and was delivered by a single commissioner to the planning organization.

The Partnership sued Hays County for a violation of the Act. Hays
County sought dismissal on five grounds, including sovereign and legislative
immunity.

The appellate panel affirmed the trial court's denial of the county's
motion for summary judgment on the assertion of sovereign immunity. The
Partnership's petition provided fair notice of claim that the Act was violated.
The Act waives sovereign immunity by permitting suit against a governmental
body for a violation of the Act. Furthermore, the court concluded that
legislative immunity is not a defense to a claim under the Act. Legislative
immunity protects the decisionmaking process from the chilling effect of
threatened liability. The Act is designed to open the process of
decisionmaking to the people and allows suit for failure to abide by its
requirements. The Partnership's suit pursuant to the Act was not a challenge
to the substance of the commissioners' decision, but to the commissioners'
failure to afford the public access to its deliberations.

Ebony Lake Healthcare Ctr. v. Tex Dep' of Human Servs.,

62 S.W.3d 867 (Tex. App.-Austin 2001, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

The Travis County 126th Judicial District Court (Byrne, J.) declared an
initial temporary injunction void (which had been previously granted by the
Travis County Judicial District Court (Lowry, J.)) and denied a temporary
injunction sought by a health care facility. The facility filed an interlocutory
appeal. The Austin Court of Appeals (Kidd, J., BI& J., and Puryear, J.)
affirmed that the initial temporary injunction was void, reversed on the
finding of insufficient evidence for granting the temporary injunction, and
remanded the matter to the trial court to issue the temporary injunction and for
further proceedings.

[Vol. 4:1
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KEY POINT:

In deciding a request for a temporary injunction to protect documents
during the pendency of a trial on the merits, the trial court must assess
whether the applicant has shown a probable right to recovery based on its
claim of privilege and a probable injury in the interim. At the preliminary
stage, the applicant does not have to prove that the documents subject to the
Public Information Act are in fact privileged.

DISCUSSION:

Texas Department of Health Services received a request for documents
under the Public Information Act relating to the Ebony Lake Health Care
Facility. The facility asserted that "the peer review privilege," under §
160.007 of the Texas Occupations Code, protected some of the documents.
The attorney general determined that the documents were subject to release.
Ebony Lake filed a declaratory judgment action and sought a temporary
restraining order to prevent the release of the documents during the pendency
of the suit.

The trial court considered whether the health care facility had a probable
right to prevail on its claim of privilege. The appellate court determined that
the trial court should only consider whether the facility has shown a probable
right to recovery based on its assertion of privilege. Furthermore, the facility
demonstrated probable injury because disclosure of the documents prior to a
trial on the merits to determine whether the claimed privilege applies would
render the issue moot as it relates to the released documents.

B. Other Courts of Appeals Decisions

City of San Antonio v. Hardee, 70 S.W.3d 207
(Tex. App.-San Antonio 2001, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

The City of San Antonio sought an interlocutory appeal from the Bexar
County 57th Judicial District Court's (Peden, J.) denial of plea to jurisdiction
made by the city in a landowner challenge to annexation. The San Antonio
Court of Appeals (Rickhoff, J., Stone, J., and Green, J.) affirmed the trial
court's denial of the plea to the jurisdiction based on claims made under the
Open Meetings Act (Act) and reversed the remainder of the trial court's order.

20031
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KEY POINT:

The standing provision of the Act is in conflict with the long standing
common law principle that limits individual challenges to annexation.
Nonetheless, the legislature did not exempt annexation challenges from
violations of the Act and public policy favors an individual's standing to
challenge an annexation pursuant to claim for a violation of the Act.

DISCUSSION:

Landowners of tracts within a larger area designated for annexation
challenged the city's annexation of the subject area claiming that the city had
failed to follow proper procedure in adopting the plan. One claim was that the
city council did not approve the annexation plan in an open meeting. The city
challenged the landowners' standing to sue as individuals. Longstanding
caselaw prohibits an individual from challenging an annexation on the
primary theory that the outcome of the suit would only be effective as to the
individuals, not all the parties affected by the annexation.

However, the Act does not exempt annexation actions from challenges
under the Act. Moreover, the primary problem with permitting individuals to
challenge annexation actions is not realized in a suit under the Act.
Accordingly, an annexation plan is subject to suit by individuals who
challenge the validity of the action taken to adopt the plan under the Act.

Salazar v. Gallardo, 57 S.W.3d 629
(Tex. App.--Corpus Christi 2001, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

The superintendent sought an interlocutory appeal from the Nueces
County 214th Judicial District Court's (Longoria, J.) grant of a temporary
injunction pursuant to a claim brought for violation of the Open Meetings Act
(Act). The Corpus Christi Court of Appeals affirmed (Valdez, C.J., Hinojosa,
and &QdLig= JJ.).

KEY POINT:

The evidence presented was a sufficient showing for purposes of a
temporary injunction to conclude that the applicant has a probable right of
recovery on applicant's claim for an open meetings violation. This finding
was based on evidence proving that an open meetings agenda item did not
specifically notice interested persons that the school board might terminate the
superintendent's contract and award severance pay, nor did the open meetings
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agenda item generally notice interested persons of possible action on the
superintendent's contract

DISCUSSION:

Taxpayers sued the school district and its superintendent claiming that
the notice of an open meeting was inadequate in that it failed to alert
interested parties that the school district may vote to cancel the
superintendent's contract and provide her severance pay. The trial court
granted the taxpayers a temporary injunction, required the superintendent to
deposit the settlement monies received as a result of the open meeting action
into the registry of the court, and enjoined the school board from making any
further payments under the settlement agreement pending a trial on the merits.

The superintendent appealed the grant of the temporary injunction
asserting that there was insufficient evidence to reasonably support the
conclusion that the applicants had a probable right of recovery. Evidence
presented showed that the board posted notice for a special meeting in which
it would go into closed session to consider personnel matters and that upon
returning to the open meeting, it "may take appropriate action on the
superintendent's performance, job duties, evaluation and contract."

Noting Point Isabel Independent School District v. Hinojosa, 797 S.W.2d
176 (Tex. App.- Corpus Christi 1990, writ denied) the appellate court stated
that the appropriate process for reviewing the adequacy of notice pursuant to
the Act is to review each case on its individual facts. Accordingly, the court
could not conclude that there was insufficient evidence presented to
reasonably support the conclusion that the applicants have a probable right of
recovery.

C. Attorney General Opinions

Op. Tex. Att'y General No. JC-0506 (2002)

Request. Smith County questioned whether the inclusion of the county
auditor in a closed session of the county commissioners court for a
consultation with the county attorney regarding pending litigation is a
violation of the Open Meetings Act (Act) or violates the attorney-client
privilege.

Determination. With regard to attorney-client privilege, the governmental
body must consider three things: (1) whether the nonmember has interests
adverse to the body, (2) whether the nonmember's presence is necessary to the
issue to be discussed, and (3) whether the governmental body may effectively
waive the attorney-client privilege by inclusion of the nonmember. With
respect to the Act, a governmental body may include a person whose interests
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are not adverse to the body and whose presence is necessary to the issue to be
discussed. If a court finds that the Act was violated, then it may also find that
the privilege was destroyed.

Op. Tex Att'y Gen. No. JC-0487 (2002)

Request. The University of Texas System asked whether the Open Meetings
Act (Act) permits the Board of Regents to hold an open meeting in Mexico.

Determination. The Act intends for meetings to be physically accessible to
the interested public. Holding an open meeting outside the geographical
boundaries of the Untied States would contravene the purpose of the Act.

I. IMMUNITY

A. Supreme Court Decision

Tex Dep' of Transp. v. Jones Bros. Dirt & Paving Contractors,
45 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 937, 2002 WL 1378839 (June 27, 2002, no pet.)

(not released for publication)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

The Travis County 345th Judicial District Court (Davis, J.) awarded a
contractor damages plus interest and attorney's fees against a state agency.
The court of appeals reversed and remanded. See 24 S.W.3d 893 (Tex.
App.-Austin 2000, pet. granted). Both parties petitioned for review. The
Texas Supreme Court reversed the court of appeals and remanded the case to
the trial court. (Baker, J. delivered the opinion in which, Phillips, C.J., Hecht,
J., Owen, J., Hankinson, J., O'Neill, J., Jefferson, J., and Rodriguez, J. joined.
Enoch, J., filed an opinion concurring in part and dissenting in part.).

KEY POINT:

The Texas Transportation Code (Code) provides the exclusive remedy
for breach of contract claims against the Texas Department of Transportation
(TxDOT). A contractor is required to pursue breach of contract and
declaratory judgment claims against the TxDOT through the administrative
procedure provided in the Code.

DISCUSSION:

Jones, a government contractor, requested a contested case hearing in the
State Office of Administrative Hearings (SOAH) to address liquidated
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damages and a refund of costs associated with a road improvement project
after his claim was denied in an administrative proceeding at the TxDOT. The
administrative law judge (ALJ) determined that Jones was not liable to the
agency for liquidated damages, but denied his claims for additional costs.
Jones sought a substantial evidence review of the AU's decision in the district
court and brought.new claims against the TxDOT for declaratory relief,
common law breach of contract damages, and attorney's fees. The trial court
rendered judgment for Jones and awarded damages, including attorney's fees.
Both parties appealed.

Among other things, the appellate court found error in the trial court's
failure to expressly rule on the agency's plea to the jurisdiction stating that
Jones' petition did not allege facts showing a waiver of sovereign immunity.
The parties petitioned for review and the Texas Supreme Court analyzed the
portion of the Code amended by the legislature in 1997 to establish an
administrative procedure for resolution of contracts with the TxDOT. The
court relied on its holding in General Services Commission v. Little-Tex
Insulation Co., 39 S.W.3d 591 (Tex. 2001), that a party must participate in a
legislatively provided administrative procedure as a prerequisite to seeking
legislative consent to sue. It found that the legislature had provided an
exclusive remedy in the Transportation Code for the resolution of contract
claims with the TxDOT and that the trial court lacked jurisdiction over those
claims.

DISSENT AND CONCURRENCE:

Justice Enoch reiterated his dissent from the holding in Little-Tex
Insulation Co. and concurred on another, unrelated issue.

B. Austin Court of Appeals Decisions

Tex Dep't of Transp. v. City of Sunset Valley, No. 03-00-00744-CV,
slip op., 2002 WL 1991160, (Tex. App.-Austin August 30, 2002,

no pet.), amended by Tex. Dep't of Transp. v. City of Sunset Valley,
No. 03-00-00744-CV, slip op., 2002 WL 31718097,

(Tex. App.-Austin December 5, 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

An appeal from a judgment entered on a jury verdict delivered in the
Travis County 353rd Judicial District Court (Covington, J.). A jury awarded
money damages to the city finding that the Texas Department of
Transportation (TxDOT) had among other things caused a nuisance. The
Austin Court of Appeals (Aboussie, C.J., Yeakel, and Puryear, JJ.) issued a
slip opinion on June 13, 2002 in which it affirmed in part, reversed and
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rendered in part, reversed the damage award and remanded on that issue. It
withdrew its opinion and substituted this slip opinion on August 30, 2002. On
December 5, 2002 the court supplemented its opinion of August 30, 2002.
(The court's finding with regard to a waiver of sovereign immunity for
intentionally maintaining a nuisance did not change in either instance
however.).

KEY POINT:

A state agency that creates a "nonnegligent nuisance" is not immune from
suit.

DISCUSSION:

The City of Sunset Valley and two individual city council member
interveners sued the TxDOT for damages resulting from the TxDOT's use of
high mast floodlights on a highway expansion that traverses the city.

One of the TxDOT's arguments on appeal was that an individual
intervener's claims for nuisance are barred by sovereign immunity. TxDOT
did not challenge the lower court ruling that the TxDOT's actions were in
violation of the common law of nuisance.

Evidence was presented at trial that one of the individual interveners had
complained to the TxDOT about the nuisance created by the high mast
floodlights, and the TxDOT failed to correct it. Furthermore, there was expert
testimony that the use of floodlights caused a nuisance. The jury found that
the TxDOT knowingly and intentionally installed the lights in such a way as
to cause and maintain a nuisance. Although normally a governmental entity
would be immune from liability for a nuisance that it created in the course of
performance of a governmental function, the entity may be liable for a
nuisance caused intentionally.

Te= Dep't of Pub. Safety v. Cordes, 85 S.W.3d 342

(Tex. App.-Austin 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

The Texas Department of Public Safety's motion for summary judgment
alleging official immunity was denied by the Travis County 201st Judicial
District Court (Campbell, J.). The Austin Court of Appeals affirmed
(Aboussie. C.J., Smith, and Yeakel, JJ.).
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KEY POINT:

In accord with the Wichita Court of Appeals and the Houston 14th
District Court of Appeals, in a police pursuit case, absent special
circumstances, a police officer driving to the scene of an accident involves the
performance of a ministerial act, not a discretionary one. In order to establish
official immunity, the officer must show that the act was discretionary, that
it was within the officer's scope of employment, and that he acted in good
faith under the test for good faith in police pursuit cases as set out in City of
Lancaster v. Chambers, 883 S.W.2d 650, 653 (Tex. 1994).

DISCUSSION:

A police officer struck a motorist's car on his way to an accident scene.
The motorist sued for negligence to recover damages for her injuries. The
DPS's motion for summary judgment asserting official immunity was denied.
There was sufficient evidence that the officer was merely responding to an
accident in a routine manner; therefore, his actions were ministerial. There
was no evidence of exigent circumstances suggesting that the officer was
performing an act requiring him to use personal deliberation, judgment or
discretion.

C. Other Courts of Appeals Decisions

Two Thirty-Nine Joint Venture v. Joe, 60 S.W.3d 896
(Tex. App.-Dallas 2001, pet. filed)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

An appellate review of the Dallas County 14th Judicial District Court's
(Marshall, J.) grant of motion for summary judgment for the individual
defendant and the law firm partnership defendant. The Dallas Court of
Appeals reversed and remanded (Fitzgerald, J., Richter, J., and Rosenberg, J.
(assigned). Fitzgerald, J. dissents with an opinion.).

KEY POINT:

Neither legislative immunity nor official immunity protects an
attorney/firm partner who is also a sitting city council member from the
attorney's private duty of care to disclose a conflict of interest to a firm client.
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DISCUSSION:

An attorney/city council member voted on a city council proposed
moratorium on the building of multi-family housing units contrary to the
interest of a firm client. The client sued the firm and the attorney/official for
malpractice alleging a breach of fiduciary duty to the client. The official
moved for summary judgment asserting official immunity. The trial court
found that the official had official immunity and stated that because he was
immune his law firm could not be held liable.

The law firm argued that Two Thirty-Nine Joint Venture (Joint Venture)
had produced no evidence of a breach of a standard of care. The firm asserted
that the trial court could not consider the violation of a Texas Disciplinary
Rules of Professional Conduct (Rules) as evidence to support civil liability.
The appellate court disagreed even though the preamble to the rules states that
violation of a rule does not give rise to a private cause of action, nor does it
create the presumption that the attorney has breached a legal duty to a client.
Accordingly, the appellate court stated that the trier of fact could consider the
Rules as evidence of the standard of care and the breach of that standard.

The appellate court reviewed the elements of civil liability for legal
malpractice and determined that although official immunity may protect the
council member from liability for his official acts, it does not protect the
attorney from liability for breach of duty to his client. Because the firm
continued to represent the Joint Venture without disclosure of its partner's
conflict, the action complained of is not the official's act, but the breach of
duty to the client.

Because the attorney moved for summary judgment claiming official
immunity, the trial court only needed to look to evidence of a discretionary act
taken in good faith while within the scope of official duties. Under the facts
of the case, the dissent would not have found that the firm owed a duty to
notify it's client of the city council meeting's agenda. Furthermore, the firm
had not been retained to represent the client before the city in any zoning
matter.

DISSENT:

In his dissent, Justice Fitzgerald, found that the Joint Venture's claim
was predicated on the attorney's action taken as a council member, not as an
attorney, so the council member should be protected by official immunity
liability for his official acts. He expressed concern that the majority's
findings would have a chilling effect on lawyers serving in the public sector.
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Univ. of Tex. Med Branch at Galveston v. Savoy, 86 S.W.3d 782
(Tex. App.-Beaumont 2002, pet. filed).

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Savoy appealed the Jefferson County 136th Judicial District Court's
(Shuffield, J.) granting of the University of Texas Medical Branch's (UTMB)
plea to the jurisdiction claiming sovereign immunity. The Beaumont Court
of Appeals affirmed and dismissed (.lku, C.J., Burgess, and Gaultney, JJ.
Burgess, J. dissents with an opinion.).

KEY POINT:

The appellate court found that although the legislature waived sovereign
immunity for actions under the Workers' Compensation Act (WCA) §
411.023 of the Texas Labor Code (Code), the statute that adopted the Act for
the University of Texas (UT) did not include § 411.083. (In his dissent, Judge
Burgess concurred with trial court that the legislature could not have intended
a statutory anomaly that waived sovereign immunity for UTMB only as to
whistleblower actions and not to retaliation claims.)

DISCUSSION:

An employee sued her employer for wrongful termination in violation of
the telephone hotline anti-retaliation provision in the WCA and sued in the
alternative for violation of the Whistleblower Act (WA). On the workers'
compensation claim, the appellate court found that § 411.083 of the Code was
not adopted as it relates to the UT System as an employer, thus, the legislature
did not intend to waive sovereign immunity for UT in a cause of action under
the anti-retaliation provision of the WCA. The majority reads § 503.002(a)(8)
of the Code to incorporate only two of the four sections contained in chapter
411, subchapter A, and two sections of chapter 411, subchapter G.

With regard to the whistleblower action, the WA requires the employee
to begin each step of the grievance procedure before filing suit. The employee
abandoned the appeal from the grievance prior to the 60th day required before
suit can be filed.

DISSENT:

The dissent found that the practical effect of the majority opinion on the
issue of sovereign immunity would be to permit UT to retaliate for anything
other than a whistleblower action.
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Tex. A & M Univ. v. Bishop, No. 14-97-00153-CV, slip op., 2002 WL
1962958, (Tex. App.-Houston [14th Dist.] August 22, 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Bishop appealed a judgment in favor of Texas A & M University
(TAMU) delivered by the Galveston County 212th Judicial District Court
(Engelke, J.). The appellate court reversed the trial court on appeal. The
Texas Supreme Court reversed the court of appeals in Bishop v. Tex. A & M
Univ., 35 S.W.3d 605 (Tex. 2002). Back on remand, the 14th District
Houston Court of Appeals affirmed (h hy, Senior C.J., by assignment,
Hudson and Edelman, JJ.,).

KEY POINT:

Official immunity may apply when an employee exercises discretion in
decisionmaking as part of a governmental function, but if the action does not
involve the policymaking and administrative functions that are not shared by
nongovernmental actors in the same position, then there is no official
immunity.

DISCUSSION:

A student was injured by the use of a real knife as a prop in a play and
he filed a negligence suit against TAMU and certain faculty advisors and
individuals for damages. The faculty advisors and TAMU employees were
not acting with governmental discretion when supervising the play
participants and making the decision to use a real weapon as a prop in the
play. Because faculty members of private universities engage in the same
professional decision-making duties as faculty members of public universities
when supervising a student play with regard to the safe use of props, there is
no official immunity for faculty advisors of private universities as applied to
this case.

Tex. S. Univ. v. Carter, 84 S.W.3d 787

(Tex. App.-Houston [1st Dist.] 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Texas Southern University (TSU) presented an interlocutory appeal of
the Harris County 127th Judicial District Court's (Wood, J.) denial of TSU's
plea to the jurisdiction. The decision was affirmed by the I st District Houston
Court of Appeals (Schneider C.J., Radack, and Smith, JJ.).
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KEY POINT:

Timely initiation of the grievance procedure of the employing state
agency is a jurisdictional prerequisite to filing a whistleblower action.

DISCUSSION:

A former TSU employee filed a whistleblower action against TSU. TSU
filed a plea to the jurisdiction asserting that the employee had failed to timely
initiate the whistleblower grievance procedure. The employee countered and
argued that the failure to timely initiate the grievance procedure was not
jurisdictional; therefore, the plea was really a motion for summary judgment.
In an interlocutory appeal, the court would have no jurisdiction over the denial
of the motion for summary judgment.

However, if the requirement is a jurisdictional prerequisite to filing the
whistleblower action, then the appellate court does have jurisdiction to
consider the appeal.

In disagreement with the 14th Court of Appeals in University of Houston
v. Elthon, 9 S.W.3d 351 (Tex. App.-Houston [14th Dist.] 1999, pet. dism'd
w.o.j.); Castleberry Independent School District v. Does, 35 S.W.3d 777 (Tex.
App.-Fort Worth 2001, pet. dism'd w.o.j.); and Texas Department of Mental
Health & Mental Retardation v. Olofsson, 59 S.W.3d 831 (Tex. App.-Austin
2001, no pet.), the Houston Ist District Court of Appeals evaluated the
limitations question under Dubai Petroleum, Co. v. Kazi, 12 S.W.3d 71 (Tex.
2000). The court distinguished Dubai because there is no common law right
to whistleblower protection and no constitutional jurisdiction without a waiver
of sovereign immunity. The Whistleblower Act creates the cause of action,
provides statutory prerequisites to filing suit, and only waives sovereign
immunity after those prerequisites have been met. Thus, unless the
prerequisites have been met, the court has no jurisdiction over the state
agency.

City of Dallas v. Reata Constr. Corp., 83 S.W.3d 392
(Tex. App.-Dallas 2002, pet. filed)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Dallas County 162nd Judicial District Court (Rhea, J.) denied the City's
plea to the jurisdiction based on sovereign immunity. The Dallas Court of
Appeals (Kinkeade, J., Wright, J., and Fizgerald, J.) reversed.
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KEY POINT:

A city charter that establishes the capacity to sue and be sued and
sections of the Local Government Code that permit a municipality to implead
and to be impleaded do not serve as an express waiver of sovereign immunity.

DISCUSSION:

The City of Dallas licensed a cable company to lay cable downtown. A
subcontractor working for the licensee struck a water main causing flooding
and damage to the Reata Construction Corp.'s (Reata) building. Reata sued
the city and the licensee for damages under theories of negligence and
premises liability. The city asserted sovereign immunity. Under the terms
of the Texas Tort Claims Act (Act), waterworks are a governmental function
even though at common law waterworks were characterized as a proprietary
function. The Act does not waive sovereign immunity for governmental
functions. Reata also asserted a waiver of sovereign immunity for a premises
defect; however, the pipe in question was not defective and apparently was
working fine until the subcontractor struck it and caused it to rupture.

Ware v. Miller, 82 S.W.3d 795
(Tex. App.-Amarillo 2002, pet. denied)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

An appeal from a judgment of the Potter County 108th Judicial District
Court (Weldon, J.). The Amarillo Court of Appeals (Boyd, C.J., Reavis and
Johnson, JJ.) reversed and remanded on a interlocutory appeal from denial of
a plea to the jurisdiction and denial of a motion for summary judgment made
by Potter County, the County Judge, and other members of the Potter County
Commissioners Court in their individual and official capacities.

KEY POINT:

In an action in which mandamus relief and declaratory relief are merely
ancillary to a suit for monetary damages, even though they are not barred by
sovereign immunity, the statutory district court's authority to review the acts
of a commissioners court does not serve as a statutory waiver of sovereign
immunity for an award of damages based on the mandamus and declaratory
relief.
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DISCUSSION:

A former Potter County constable filed a request for declaratory relief
and for a writ of mandamus and a request for damages against the county and
certain officers in their official and individual capacities. During the
constable's term, the commissioners court had reduced the compensation for
its constables from $227 per year plus benefits to $0 per year and no benefits.
The constable sued for a declaration that the salary was unreasonable, a
mandamus to compel the commissioners to set a reasonable salary, and
damages based on the salary set. Among other affirmative defenses, the
county and officials asserted sovereign, legislative, and official immunity. In
reviewing the trial court's decision on the issue of sovereign immunity, the
appellate court found that sovereign immunity did not bar the lower court's
declarations that were in concert with the Texas Constitution.

However, the constable also argued that sovereign immunity is not
applicable to a request for mandamus, and the appellate court found support
in § 552.321 of the Texas Government Code for the idea that mandamus relief
may be barred by sovereign immunity. The court reasoned that if sovereign
immunity were not applicable to mandamus suits, then it would not have been
necessary to specifically waive immunity for suits to compel the disclosure
of information under the Public Information Act. Nonetheless, the
constable's request for mandamus relief and declaratory relief were only
ancillary to his request for money damages.

Therefore, even though the district court has authority to compel the
commissioners court to perform the ministerial duty of setting a reasonable
salary and has the authority to declare that the salary set by the commissioners
was unreasonable, the district court's right to review and supervise the
commissioners court under article V, § 8 of the Texas Constitution and §
24.020 of the Texas Government Code does not waive sovereign immunity for
the purposes of awarding damages.

Hidalgo County v. Parker, 83 S.W.3d 362
(Tex. App.-Corpus Christi 2002, pet. filed)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Hidalgo County moved for an interlocutory appeal from the Hidalgo
County 93rd Judicial District Court's (Delgado, J.) denial of the county's
motion for summary judgment. The decision was affirmed by the Corpus
Christi Court of Appeals (YALdM C.J., Yaflez, and Rodriguez, JJ.).
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KEY POINT:

The affirmative defense of official immunity is not available to a
government employer under an anti-retaliation claim brought pursuant to the
Workers' Compensation Act (WCA). In so finding, the Corpus Christi Court
of Appeals adopts the reasoning previously adopted by the San Antonio, El
Paso and Fort Worth Courts of Appeals in San Antonio State Hospital v.
Lopez, 82 S.W.3d 566 (Tex. App.-San Antonio 2002, pet. denied); Battin v.
Samaniego, 23 S.W.3d 183 (Tex. App.-EI Paso 2000, pet. denied); and
Denton County v. Johnson, 17 S.W.3d 46 (Tex. App.-Fort Worth 2000, pet.
denied), respectively.

DISCUSSION:

A Hildago County employee was injured on the job and unable to return
to work on the advice of his doctor. The employee filed a workers'
compensation claim. Almost six weeks after the employee's physician
provided Hildago County (County) with a letter stating that the employee was
permanently disabled, the County informed the employee that his job had
been eliminated in a budget cut. The employee sued for retaliatory discharge
under the WCA. The County asserted, under the theory of DeWitt v. Harris
County, 904 S.W.2d 650 (Tex. 1995), that it was entitled to the vicarious
protection of official immunity through its employees.

The DeWitt opinion was based on the question of liability under the
Texas Tort Claims Act. The issue presented in the Hidalgo County case was
whether the employer was entitled to immunity through his employee under
an anti-retaliation claim that arises under the Texas Labor Code (Code). In
accord with other intermediate appellate courts that have distinguished DeWitt
on this issue, the Corpus Christi Appellate Court held that the affirmative
defense of official immunity was not available to the County as a defense to
claims under § 451 of the Code.

Tarrant County v. Denton County, 87 S.W.3d 159
(Tex. App.-Fort Worth 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

The Parker County 43rd Judicial District Court (Mullin, J.) found in
favor of Denton County in a dispute regarding the boundary between Denton
and Tarrant Counties. The Fort Worth Court of Appeals reversed and
remanded. (C1ySZ C.J., Livingston, and Garner, JJ. Cayce, C.J. submitted a
concurring opinion on the motion for rehearing.).
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KEY POINT:

The scope of the legislature's waiver of sovereign immunity in boundary
disputes between counties does not extend to a claim for recovery of
attorney's fees.

DISCUSSION:

Tarrant County asserted that sovereign immunity barred it from an order
for attorney's fees in a boundary dispute with Denton County. Tarrant County
non-suited its claim under the Declaratory Judgment Act (DJA), and Denton
County did not counterclaim under the DJA. The trial court determined that
Tarrant County had waived sovereign immunity and that Denton County was
entitled to recover attorney's fees under the action brought pursuant to the
DJA. The appellate court reviewed the statute that permits suits between
counties over boundary disputes and found it silent as to the issue of
attorney's fees. Without an express authorization for attorney's fees, the
statute does not waive governmental immunity from a suit for attorney's fees
as damages. The appellate court found that neither party's pleadings included
a claim under the DJA, so attorney's fees were not available to Denton
County.

CONCURRENCE:

Chief Justice Cayce submitted a concurring opinion on the motion for
rehearing detailing his view that Denton County's suit constituted an
"impermissible collateral attack" on the agreement between Denton and
Tarrant Counties, and on the subsequent orders issued. His reasoning centered
around the fact that the commissioners courts in question had jurisdiction to
decide the issue and so rendered the orders merely voidable and not void,
barring further collateral attack.

IV. RULEMAKING

A. Austin Court of Appeals Decisions

Park Haven, Ina v. Tex Dep't of Human Servs., 80 S.W.3d 211
(Tex. App.-Austin 2002, no pet.).

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

The Travis County 126th Judicial District Court (Meurer, J.) upheld an
administrative law judge's (ALJ) decision against a nursing home that was
assessed penalties by the Texas Department of Human Services (TDHS). The
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Austin Court of Appeals reversed and remanded (Kidd, J., Yeakel, J., and
Patterson, J.).

KEY POINT:

The record did not contain substantial evidence to show that agency had
considered mandatory criteria in determining whether to assess an
administrative penalty.

DISCUSSION:

A nursing home was assessed a penalty by TDHS in a hearing before an
AU. The nursing home argued that there was insufficient evidence to show
that the agency had considered statutorily mandated criteria in determining the
amount of the penalty. There are two steps to assessing an administrative
penalty against a nursing home. First, the agency must apply the criteria
found in its rules. If it determines that a penalty should be assessed, then it
must apply statutory criteria to determine the amount of the penalty. The
ALJ had excluded the evidence that the agency sought to introduce on the
issue of compliance history because it was a summary report unsupported by
underlying materials. The only evidence in the record was evidence of the
usual process for assessing compliance history. Without more, the evidence
was insufficient to find that the agency had properly considered the mandatory
factor in determining the amount of the penalty.

Tenn. Gas Pipeline Co. v. Rylander, 80 S.W.3d 200
(Tex. App.-Austin 2002, pet. filed)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

The Travis County 126th Judicial District Court (Byrne, J.) affirmed the
Comptroller's denial of a refund to a taxpayer. The Austin Court of Appeals
affirmed (Kid4, J., Patterson, J., and Puryear, J.).

KEY POINT:

Even though the Comptroller's definition of common carriers was
written to include all types of common carriers, the Comptroller's narrow
application of the definition within the scope of related rules was not
inconsistent with the statute or the clear and unambiguous language of the
rule.
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DISCUSSION:

A common carrier pipeline company certified and licensed by the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission challenged the Comptroller's denial of its
refund request when the carrier claimed an exemption under § 151.328 of the
Texas Tax Code, which relates to aircraft operated by a common carrier. The
pipeline company relied on the Comptroller's Rule 3.297, which defines
common carriers as those licensed and certified to operate as a common
carrier by the appropriate state or federal agency.

The Comptroller uses the term "common carrier" in a variety of
exemptions, including an exemption from sales and use tax for aircraft if the
aircraft is sold to a person using the aircraft as a certificated and licensed
carrier of persons or property. The pipeline company argued that its aircraft
should be entitled to the exemption because it is a "common carrier."
However, the Comptroller interpreted the exemption to apply only to those
common carriers that are licensed and certified by the Federal Aviation
Administration to serve as air common carriers. The pipeline company argued
that the plain, unambiguous language of Rule 3.297 includes pipeline common
carriers and that well established law supports the argument that if an agency
fails to follow the clear, unambiguous language of its own regulation, its
action must be reversed as arbitrary and capricious.

The court found that the rule can reasonably be read in the manner
subscribed to by the Comptroller. The Comptroller's interpretation, use, and
application of its rules are consistent and that the Comptroller did not ignore
or amend its rule in deciding against the pipeline company.

Patient Advocates v. Tex Workers Comp. Comm'n,
80 S.W.3d 66 (Tex. App.-Austin 2002, pet. struck)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

An appeal from ajudgment entered by the Travis County 353rd Judicial
District Court (Cooper, J.) in favor of a state agency in response to a rule
challenge. The Austin Court of Appeals affirmed in part, reversed in part and
rendered a decision (Kid, J., Yeakel, J., and Patterson, J. Patterson, J.,
dissented from the majority opinion without opinion and dissented from the
overruling of motion for rehearing with an opinion.).

KEY POINT:

The delegation of auditing powers to a private entity was insufficient
because it failed to provide sufficient standards and guidance for the private
entity to perform a delegated public function.
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DISCUSSION:

A health care provider challenged the validity and enforcement of Texas
Workers' Compensation Commission (TWCC) rules on grounds that the
agency failed to provide a reasoned justification for the rule, failed to
republish after altering the rule, failed to make a copy of the proposed rule
available, and failed to provide a statement of reasons for adoption. The
decision is based on pre-1999 amendments to rulemaking provisions within
the Texas Administrative Procedure Act regarding reasoned justification
because rule was adopted in 1996. The TWCC delegated auditing powers to
private insurance carriers. Under the eight factor test set out in Texas Boll
Weevil Eradication Foundation, Inc., v. LeWellen, 952 S.W.2d 454 (Tex.
1997), a delegation of authority to a private entity must subject the private
entity to a meaningful review process, limitations of authority, and sufficient
standards to steer the entity through the decisionmaking process. The
TWCC's delegation in this instance did not meet muster under four of the
eight factors. Thus, the court found the audit delegation to be improper and
the rules invalid as to the dispute and audit sections of the rules.

On rehearing, the agency asked that the court narrow its holding to
invalidate only a portion of the audit rules in question. The court declined to
do so and overruled the motion for rehearing.

DISSENT:

Justice Patterson dissented without an opinion in the primary case, but
stated in a dissent to the motion for rehearing that she would have granted the
agency's motion for rehearing on a finding that the rules do not provide for
an unlawful delegation of authority.

City Pub. Serv. Bd of San Antonio v. Pub. UtiL Comm 'n of Tex.,
No. 03-00-00007-CV, slip op., 2002 WL 437268

(Tex. App.-Austin Mar. 21, 2002, no pet.)
(not released for publication)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

The City Public Service Board of San Antonio appealed the validity
challenge to a Public Utilities Commission rule. The Austin Court of Appeals
dismissed for lack of jurisdiction (Kidd, J., Patterson, J., and Yeakel, J.).

KEY POINT:

"Validity" and "applicability" are not defined in the Texas Utilities Code.

Under rules of statutory construction, the court stated that "validity" means
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having a legal strength or force and being able to effect or accomplish what
is designed or intended. A validity challenge tests a rule on procedural and
constitutional grounds. An applicability challenge provides a party with a
judicial declaration of the implementation of a rule in a particular fact
situation.

DISCUSSION:

The appellate court found the Public Service Board's challenge to be one
of application of the rule to a specific set of facts. Accordingly, the court had
no jurisdiction to consider the challenge and dismissed the appeal.

Power Res. Group, Inc. v. Pub. UiL Comm'n of Tey., 73 S.W.3d 354
(Tex. App.-Austin 2002, pet denied)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

The Travis County 345th Judicial District Court (McCowan, J.) affirmed
a Public Utilities Commission decision dismissing a power production
company's claims against a utility based on the agency's interpretation of its
rule. The Austin Court of Appeals affirmed (Kidd, J., Yeakel, J., and
Paterson, J.).

KEY POINT:

An agency's rule, arising under federal law, is not preempted by federal
law if the agency's interpretation is reasonable and not inconsistent with
federal law.

DISCUSSION:

The appellate court held that when evaluating an agency rule that arises
under federal law, the reviewing court will look to the administrative
construction of the rule to determine whether the agency's interpretation is
"plainly erroneous or inconsistent with the [federal] regulation." Thus, an
agency's interpretation will only be reversed when it fails to follow the plain,
clear, and unambiguous language of its own regulations that are not arbitrary
and capricious.
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Eldercare Props., Inc. v. Tex. Dep 't of Human Servs.,
63 S.W.3d 551 (Tex. App.-Austin 2001, pet. denied)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

The Travis County 200th Judicial District Court (Davis, J.) entered a
summary judgment for an agency in a suit by a nursing home challenging the
agency's rule. The Austin Court of Appeals affirmed (Kidd, J., Smith, J., and

U J.).

KEY POINT:

An agency has implied authority to adopt a rule providing for an
administrative waiver rule if the rule harmonizes with the general objective
of the controlling statute and provides sufficient criteria to guide the affected
parties and the decisionmaker to ensure that the rule is not unconstitutionally
vague.

DISCUSSION:

The Texas Department of Human Services 'has all the implied authority
reasonably necessary" to adopt an administrative waiver rule, which is
essentially synonymous with a "delegated purpose." The touchstone in
determining the scope of an agency's implied authority is "whether the rule
harmonizes with the general objectives of the statute."

Reliant Energy, Inc. v. Pub. UtiL Comm'n of Tex, 62 S.W.3d 833
(Tex. App.-Austin 2001, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

A direct appeal challenging the Public Utility Commission's (PUC) order
adopting a rule. The rule was sustained by the Austin Court of Appeals (Kidd,
J., Yeakel, J., and Patterson, J.).

KEY POINT:

The legislature did not intend to effectuate a material change in the
reasoned justification requirements of § 2001.003 of the Texas Government
Code with its 1999 amendments to the Texas Administrative Procedure Act
(APA).
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DISCUSSION:

In relevant part, Reliant Energy challenged the validity of the PUC's rule
on the adoption of the price-to-beat rules for failure to provide a reasoned
justification in accordance with the APA. The court took note that Reliant's
challenge to the PUC's rule provided the court with the first explicit
opportunity to construe the reasoned justification requirements since the
legislature adopted amendments to those provisions in 1999. After it
thoroughly reviewed the changes to the statute, the court concluded that there
was no legislative intent to effectuate a material change.

In reviewing the four corners of the order adopting the rule, the court
looked to see if the PUC had considered and found facts to support its
decision that the initial price-to-beat rate did not have to include a level of
headroom that ensured that new market entrants would realize a profit. The
preamble discussion revealed that the agency had considered the legislative
purpose and presented the agency's justification that the rules were adopted
to ensure that customers realized a rate reduction after the commencement of
deregulation.

B. Other Courts of Appeals Decision

State v. Exiga, 71 S.W.3d 429
(Tex. App.-Corpus Christi 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

The State of Texas appealed from Live Oak County 156th Judicial
District Court's (Rodriguez, J.) grant of Exiga's motion to suppress in a
criminal case. The Corpus Christi Court of Appeals affirmed (Hinoiosa, J.,
Yafiez, J., and Castillo, J.).

KEY POINT:

When an enabling act expressly forbids an agency to adopt standards
inconsistent with relevant statutory provisions and the statute limits the
applicability of its provisions to equipment manufactured after a certain date,
the agency cannot adopt rules inconsistent with the date provisions.
Furthermore, the agency cannot rely on the rule to conduct a valid Fourth
Amendment stop.

DISCUSSION:

The Texas Department of Public Safety (DPS) does not have authority
to prohibit window tinting regardless of the age of the vehicle when the statute
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applies only to vehicles manufactured in 1988 or later. Furthermore, the
statute expressly forbids the agency to adopt vehicle equipment standards
inconsistent with the relevant statutory provisions.

C. Attorney General Opinions

Op. Tex Att'y Gen. No. JC-0529 (2002)

Request. State Representative Frank Madla asked whether a county or
sheriffs department civil-service commission had authority to adopt a rule
permitting an award of back pay to an employee.

Determination. A civil-service commission, formed under either the Texas
Local Government Code chapter 158, subchapter A or subchapter B, has
sufficient rulemaking authority to adopt a rule which "permits awarding back
pay to an employee after the Commission modifies a disciplinary action taken
against" the employee, "where such modification results in either a full or
partial restoration of that employee's position."

Op. Tex. Att'y Gen. No. JC-0502 (2002)

Request. State Representative Bob Turner asked whether the Insurance
Commissioner had authority to promulgate rules requiring HMOs and
preferred providers to disclose their policies on fees, bundling, and down-
coding to physicians and other health care providers.

Determination. The Texas Insurance Code article 3.70-3C, § 3A(c), (i) and
article 20A. 18B(c), (i) authorizes the Texas Commissioner of Insurance to
promulgate rules requiring health maintenance organizations and preferred
provider organizations to disclose their policies regarding fees, bundling, and
down-coding to physicians and other health care providers.

Op. Tex. Att'y Gen. No. JC-0478 (2002)

Request. The State Board of Education (Board) and the Commissioner of
Education asked whether the Board has authority to control the adoption or
development of a statewide assessment instrument under chapter 39 of the
Texas Education Code (Code).

Determination. The Board does not have the authority to adopt a rule
controlling the adoption or development of statewide assessment instruments
under chapter 39 of the Code.
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Op. Tex Att'y Gen. No. JC-0445 (2001)

Request. State Senator David Cain asked whether the Texas Department of
Health (TDH) had exceeded its authority by adopting a rule requiring certain
dietary supplements sold in Texas to bear a label with the United States Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) toll-free number for reporting adverse events.

Determination. The attorney general's office concluded that the "[TDH] did
not exceed its statutory authority in promulgating a rule requiring dietary
supplements containing ephedrine to bear a label with the FDA MedWatch
program's toll-free telephone number for reporting adverse events."

Op. Tex Att'y Ge. No. JC-0440 (2001)

Request. The Harrison County Criminal District Attorney questioned
whether the Texas Natural Resources Conservation Commission (renamed the
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) effective September
1, 2002) had authority to adopt a rule requiring owners of surface-irrigation
on-site sewage facilities to have ongoing maintenance contracts.

Determination. The attorney general's office concluded that the TCEQ is
authorized to promulgate a rule requiring owners of certain on-site sewage
facilities to have ongoing maintenance contracts and "that the rule is a valid
exercise of TCEQ's statutory authority under chapter 366 of the [Texas]
Health and Safety Code."

Op. Tex Aty Gen. No. JC-0418 (2001)

Request. State Representative Frank Madla asked whether the Railroad
Commission could promulgate a rule imposing standards to be observed in
contested case proceedings on its members.

Determination. The attorney general's office concluded that the "portion of
Rule 1.10 adopted by the Railroad Commission of Texas (Commission) that
requires a member of the Commission to provide a 'written explanation' and
'reasoned justification' for his failure to recuse himself in a contested case
imposes an additional burden not authorized by statute and thus exceeds the
authority of the Commission. That portion of Rule 1.10 that establishes
standards for recusal in a contested case is invalid because it encroaches upon
authority properly granted by the legislature to the Texas Ethics Commission."
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Op. Tex. Aft'y Gen. No. JC-0416 (2001)

Request. State Representative Rene Oliveira asked whether the Texas
Department of Public Safety (DPS) has authority to establish and administer
a safety program for off-road-dirt bikes.

Determination. The attorney general's office concluded that the "[DPS] is
not authorized to establish and administer operator training and safety
programs for off-road dirt bikes." A "state agency may exercise only those
powers specifically conferred by statute, or those which may necessarily be
inferred therefrom . . . Chapter 662 of the [Texas] Transportation Code grants
the DPS authority to establish and administer 'a motorcycle operator training
and safety program.' Because a 'dirt bike' is not a 'motorcycle' for purposes
of chapter 662 ... the DPS may not regulate courses of instruction in the
operation of off-road dirt bikes."

V. OTHER DECISIONS OF INTEREST

A. Austin Court of Appeals Decision

Duvall v. Tex. Dep't of Human Servs., 82 S.W.3d 474
(Tex. App.-Austin 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Duvall appealed the Travis County 98th Judicial District Court's (Davis,
J.) granting a motion for summary judgment in favor of the Texas Department
of Human Services (TDHS) in a whistleblower action. The Austin Court of
Appeals affirmed (Aboussie, C.J., Smith, J., and Puryear, J.).

KEY POINT:

The Texas Supreme Court's rationale in Wichita County v. Hart, 917
S.W.2d 784 (Tex. 1996) reasoned that the meaning of "good faith" within §
554.002(a) of the Texas Government Code (Code) contains both subjective
and objective components. These two components balance the public and
private concerns in a claim brought under the Whistleblower Act and are
equally applicable to § 554.002(b). Therefore, the employee must honestly
believe that he is reporting a violation to an entity which is authorized to
enforce the law in question. Furthermore, that belief must be objectively
reasonable. No reasonable person could have had a good faith belief that
Duvall's supervisor at TDHS was an appropriate law enforcement authority,
as defined in the Code § 554.002(b), to which to report a violation of the law.
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DISCUSSION:

When analyzing a term not defined by the legislature, it is left to the
courts to construe its meaning. Unless contrary intent is evident, a court will
assume that a term in dispute used in various parts of a statute will have the
same meaning throughout. Applying these principles, the court held that
"good faith," as used in both subsections (a) and (b), had but one meaning
intended by the drafters. This meaning was held to contain both subjective
and objective components.

B. Other Courts of Appeals Decisions

City of Garland v. Byrd, No. 05-01-01266-CV, slip op.,
2002 WL 188113, (Tex. App.-Dallas August 15, 2002, pet. denied)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Appeal of the Dallas County 68th Judicial District Court's (Hall, J.) order
finding that § 143.057 of the Texas Local Government Code is constitutional
on its face. The Dallas Court of Appeals affirmed (MQrris, J., Bridges, J., and
Francis, J.).

KEY POINT:

In an administrative proceeding under agency rules for the discipline of
an employee, the decisionmaker is not acting in a judicial capacity but instead
is exercising the supervisory powers delegated to the agency by the
legislature. Therefore, the power delegated is legislative, not judicial.

DISCUSSION:

When a private hearing examiner is conducting a suspension hearing, the
examiner is functioning in the same capacity as the Civil Service Commission
that would normally handle such matters. Such a commission derives those
powers expressly delegated to it by the legislature. As such, this power is
legislative, not judicial, in origin and so makes the private hearing examiner
an instrument of supervisory powers delegated to and arising from the
legislative authority so granted.
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City of Hedwig Vill Planning & Zoning Comm'n v. Howeth Invs., Inc.,
73 S.W.3d 389 (Tex. App.-Houston [1st Dist.] 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

An interlocutory appeal to the 1 st District Houston Court of Appeals
(Wilson J., Hedges, J., and Jennings, J.) was reversed on referral from the
Harris County 189th Judicial District Court's (Work, J.) denial of a
governmental entity's plea to jurisdiction due to a lack of standing by the
applicant because the application was submitted by the developers who, in
fact, were not landowners.

KEY POINT:

Section 212.004(a) of the Texas Local Government Code (Code) requires
ownership to subdivide property, but § 212.008 of the Code does not require
that the property owner be the applicant seeking the right to subdivide.
Therefore, the non-landowners had the right to apply for approval of a plan to
subdivide.

DISCUSSION:

The city's zoning commission challenged the standing of the developers
in question in that the developers, not yet owning the land in dispute at the
time the subdivision applications were filed, did not fall under the jurisdiction
of the trial court. The appellate court resolved this issue by pointing out that
while § 212.004(a) of the Code mandates ownership in order to actually
subdivide property, § 212.008 allows non-landowners to file an application to
subdivide.

C. Attorney General Opinion

Op. Tex. Att'y Gen. No. JC-049S (2002)

Request. Commissioner of the Texas Department of Human Services
(TDHS) questioned whether a Texas State Office of Administrative Hearings
(SOAH) Administrative Law Judge could order the TDHS to pay attorney's
fees.

Determination. Without express statutory authority to do so, the SOAH
could not require the TDHS to pay the opposing party's attorney's fees in a
dismissed license-revocation action. Additionally, a statute or rule that
permits a court to award attorney's fees against the state does not apply to the
SOAH, which is not a court.
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PART II.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper continues the general survey of recent appellate court
decisions focusing on administrative law issues begun in Part I. Some of the
more seminal cases covered in Part I are covered in Part II as well. In such
instances, my administrative law analysis differs somewhat from that
presented in Part I.

The cases presented herein are divided into three main sections: (1)
exhaustion of administrative remedies (subdivided into (i) primary
jurisdiction, and (ii) exclusive jurisdiction), (2) judicial review of agency
orders (subdivided into (i) right to judicial review, (ii) service of citation, (iii)
jurisdictional guidelines, (iv) statutory authority and construction, and (v) due
process and agency procedure), (3) contested cases and rulemaking. In each
subdivision, Texas Supreme Court cases are reported first when present,
followed by Austin Court of Appeals decisions, followed last by other courts
of appeal rulings.

Each case is discussed in five parts beginning with the procedural history
of the case, key facts outlining the important circumstances surrounding the
appeal, the administrative law issue presented by the case, the holding of the
court, and the "moral" or overall takeaway point presented for administrative
law practitioners. In some cases where a concurring or dissenting opinion has
been filed, a brief summary of it is included as well.

The authoring judge or justice of the opinions discussed is indicated by
underlining, as in Part I, and the appellate judicial panel is notated in
parentheses after the court designation under the Procedural History heading.

II. EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES

A. Primary Jurisdiction

Subaru of Am., Inc. v. David McDavid Nissan, Inc.,
84 S.W.3d 212 (Tex. 2002)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY

McDavid brought this appeal from the Dallas County 116th Judicial
District Court's (Richter, J.) granting of summary judgment in favor of
Subaru. The Texas Supreme Court (Baker, J.) decided this case on motion for
rehearing, and withdrew its prior opinion in this case, reported at 44 Tex. Sup.
Ct. J. 779. The court noted that it granted Subaru's motion for rehearing and
issued a new opinion because the legislature amended the applicable statute
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shortly before the court issued its first opinion, and the court was not informed
of the amendment until Subaru filed its motion for rehearing.

KEY FACTS:

McDavid owned two Houston car dealerships, an Oldsmobile dealership
located inside Loop 610 and a Subaru dealership located outside Loop 610.
McDavid wanted to switch the two dealerships' locations, and engaged in
verbal communications with Subaru. Allegedly relying on verbal assurances
of Subaru's vice president, McDavid renovated the dealership outside Loop
610 and prepared to move the Subaru dealership to the location inside the
Loop. Subaru then wrote McDavid and informed him that it did not consent
to the move of the Subaru dealership and that Subaru would not allow any
franchise inside the Loop. McDavid closed his Houston Subaru dealership,
as well as his Subaru dealerships in Piano and Irving. Subaru then
repurchased certain assets of the dealership and paid McDavid accordingly.
The next year, Subaru allowed another dealer to locate inside Loop 610, on
the lot adjoining McDavid's proposed site. McDavid sued, alleging that
Subaru violated the Texas Motor Vehicle Commission Code (Code) provision
making it unlawful for a manufacturer to unreasonably deny a dealer's
relocation application. McDavid also alleged breach of contract, violation of
the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act (DTPA), and breach of the duty of
good faith and fair dealing. Subaru filed a motion for summary judgment,
asserting, inter alia, that McDavid failed to exhaust administrative remedies.

Section 3.01(a) of the Code was amended to provide that the Texas
Motor Vehicle Board (Board) has "exclusive, original jurisdiction to regulate
those aspects of the distribution, sale and leasing of motor vehicles as
governed by [DTPA].... ." The court noted that it was not informed of the
amendment until Subaru filed its motion for rehearing.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ISSUES:

Does the amendment to § 3.01(a) of the Code apply retroactively? Does
it vest exclusive jurisdiction in the Board for any or all of McDavid's claims?

HELD:

Courts generally presume statutes to operate prospectively only, but this
presumption does not apply if the statute is remedial or procedural. Because
amended § 3.01(a) merely determines the tribunal that will first resolve all
Code-based issues and claims and because the parties do not have a vested
right to choose the tribunal that will make these determinations, § 3.0 1(a) of
the Code constitutionally applies retroactively to this case.
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Whether an agency has primary or exclusive jurisdiction over a
controversy determines if a party must first exhaust administrative remedies
before seeking relief in court. Whether an agency's jurisdiction is primary or
exclusive is a question of statutory interpretation that is determined de novo
by courts. Section 3.01(a) of the Code, as amended, expressly confers
exclusive jurisdiction upon the Board.

The Code creates a hybrid claims resolution process. In particular, it
expressly permits a party to bring a DTPA suit, and provides that each party
to a franchise agreement owes a duty of good faith and fair dealing. Because
§ 3.0 1(a) has exclusive jurisdiction over claims and issues that the Code
governs, a party must exhaust administrative remedies to obtain a Board
decision about Code violations, if any, to support a DTPA or bad faith claim
based on Code violations. The Board's decision is subject to substantial
evidence review in a Travis County district court. If the Board's decision on
these claims favors McDavid, then it may maintain a Code-based DTPA or
breach of duty action in the trial court. In trying any such claim, the trial
court shall pay due deference to the Board's findings. According to the court,
this means that the trial court may not retry the Board's findings and must
treat them as entirely binding.

MORAL:

If there is any doubt as to the jurisdiction of the trial court vis-h-vis an
agency, a private litigant should err on the side of caution by exhausting all
administrative remedies before seeking relief in trial court. This applies even
if the party's claim is one generally considered appropriate for district court,
such as a claim for damages under DTPA or for breach of good faith and fair
dealing.

Beacon Nat'l Ins. Co. v. Montemayor, 86 S.W.3d 260
(Tex. App.-Austin 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Beacon appealed the Travis County 261st Judicial District Court's
(Bender, J.) dismissal for lack ofjurisdiction and the Austin Court of Appeals
(Aboui&, C.J., Smith, and Puryear, J.J.) affirmed.

KEY FACTS:

Beacon and other insurance companies (Beacon) brought a declaratory
judgment action against the Texas Department of Insurance (TDI) and its
Commissioner, requesting judgment construing their rights regarding certain
provisions of Beacon's standard homeowner's insurance policies. Beacon's
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concerns arose out of a TDI letter to Beacon addressing Beacon's obligations
to install new roofs damaged by insured-against perils. According to Beacon,
TDI stated its intention to assess fines against Beacon, and take other
enforcement action, if Beacon failed to comply with its obligations as
interpreted by TDI in the letter in question. TDI filed a plea to the
jurisdiction, alleging, inter alia, Beacon's failure to exhaust administrative
remedies, and that TDI had primary jurisdiction over Beacon's claims. The
district court granted TDI's plea to the jurisdiction.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ISSUES:

Is an insurer regulated by TDI required to exhaust administrative
remedies in a dispute with TDI involving its obligations to insured
homeowners under its insurance policies? Does TDI have primary
jurisdiction over such a dispute?

HELD:

The appellate court affirmed the district court's dismissal for lack of
jurisdiction. Though a district court has jurisdiction under the Uniform
Declaratory Judgments Act to construe a statute, contract, or rule, this dispute
did not fit in any of these categories. First, Beacon did not allege that it had
a contract with TDI; rather, the contract at issue was Beacon's contract with
its insured homeowners. Second, the TDI letter containing the agency's
interpretation of Beacon's policy is not a rule, because it addresses only the
obligations of Beacon, and even threatens enforcement action against Beacon
because of Beacon's alleged failures. For these reasons, the letter is not a
statement of general applicability and thus not a rule.

In addition, the policies underlying the doctrine of primary jurisdiction
compelled the Court to grant the plea to the jurisdiction. These policies were
that the agency was staffed with experts trained in handling the complex
problems within the agency's purview, and that great benefit was derived
from an agency's uniform interpretation of its laws, rules, and regulations,
whereas courts and juries may reach different results under similar fact
situations. Beacon's complaints raised questions concerning structural
engineering, residential construction, and premium ratings, all of which could
be better addressed, at least initially, by TDI. The Texas Supreme Court has
recognized the importance of uniformity in matters of insurance and
interpretations of insurance policies, especially when policy provisions are
identical across the country.
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MORAL:

Particularly in disputes involving complex regulatory issues, courts
prefer to allow the agency with subject matter jurisdiction to make initial
determinations. Consequently, a private party seeking to obtain an initial
determination by a court rather than the agency should preserve all of its
rights at the agency.

B. Exclusive Jurisdiction

City of Galveston v. Flagship Hotel, Ltd, 73 S.W.3d 422
(Houston [1 st Dist.] 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Flagship Hotel brought an action for breach of lease agreement against
the city and a motion for a temporary injunction that the Galveston County
405th Judicial District Court (Mallia, J.) granted. The 1st District Houston
Court of Appeals (Wilson, J., knninga J., and Duggan, J.) vacated the lower
court's decision.

KEY FACTS:

Flagship Hotel (Hotel) leased the property on which it operated its hotel
from the city. A dispute arose over payment for water delivered by the city
to the Hotel, and the Hotel subsequently sued the city. The city contends that
the doctrine of primary jurisdiction required the Hotel to pursue relief
according to the procedures created by the city ordinance.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ISSUE:

Does the city have primary or exclusive jurisdiction over issues raised by
the Hotel's lawsuit?

HELD:

The court rejected the city's argument that it had primary jurisdiction
over the dispute, based upon the express language of the Texas Water Code,
§ 13.042, which vests the governing body of each municipality with exclusive
original jurisdiction over all disputes regarding water rates and services. That
§ also provides that exclusive appellate jurisdiction over the city's final
disposition is vested with the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality.
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MORAL:

A party going straight to court against an agency or other governmental
body will be disappointed if the governing statute vests exclusive jurisdiction
in another tribunal.

III. JUDICIAL REVIEW OF AGENCY ORDERS

A. Right to Judicial Review

Lukes v. Employees ReL Sys. of Tex., 59 S.W.3d 838
(Tex. App.-Austin, 2001, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Lukes sought review of a denial of disability retirement benefits by the
Employees Retirement System of Texas (ERS). The Travis County 200th
Judicial District Court (Davis, J.) dismissed for lack of subject matter
jurisdiction and the Austin Court of Appeals (Aboussie, C.J., Yeakel, J., and
Puryear, J.) reversed and remanded.

KEY FACTS:

Lukes was a state employee who suffered a disabling on-the-job injury
and applied to the ERS for occupational disability benefits. After a contested
case hearing, the ERS Board denied Lukes's application. Lukes sought
judicial review in Travis County district court. While Lukes's suit was
pending in district court, the legislature amended § 815.511 (b) of the Texas
Government Code to provide for judicial review of final ERS orders. The
ERS filed a plea to the jurisdiction, asserting that because the revised version
of§ 815.51 l(b) was not in force when Lukes filed his suit for judicial review,
the district court lacked jurisdiction. Lukes argued that the amendment to §
815.511(b) was remedial, and thus the presumption that statutes operate
prospectively does not apply. The district court granted the plea to the
jurisdiction.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ISSUE:

Does amendment to § 815.511 (b) of the Texas Government Code, which
expressly provides for the right to judicial review of final orders of the ERS,
apply retroactively?
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HELD:

The general rule that statutes operate prospectively unless expressly
made retroactive does not apply to remedial statutes. A statute is remedial if
it either (a) introduces a new regulation for the advancement of the public
welfare or is conducive to the public good; (b) was enacted to afford a
remedy, to improve and facilitate existing remedies; or (c) is intended to
correct defects, mistakes, and omissions in the laws of the state. The
amendments to § 815.511 (b) were held to be remedial because they provided
for judicial review of agency decisionmaking. In addition, the fact that the
ERS decisions were judicially reviewed prior to amendment merely corrected
defects or omissions in the law. Under either interpretation, the amendment
applies retrospectively, and the district court erred by granting the plea to the
jurisdiction.

MORAL:

A statute providing for judicial review of an agency order is remedial and
applies retroactively.

B. Service of Citation

Tex. Natural Res. Conservation Commn vi. Sierra Club,
70 S.W.3d 809 (Tex. 2002)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Sierra Club appealed Travis County 53rd Judicial District Court's
(Garcia, J.) granting the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission's
(renamed the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) effective
September 1, 2002) plea to the jurisdiction and dismissed the appeal for want
of subject matter jurisdiction. The Austin Court of Appeals reversed and
remanded, and the Texas Supreme Court (Hankinson, J.) affirmed.

KEY FACTS:

The Sierra Club sought judicial review of the TCEQ order issued under
the Solid Waste Disposal Act (SWDA), which authorized judicial review and
required service of citation within thirty days of filing suit, but does not
specifically state who is entitled to service. Section 2001.176 of the Texas
Administrative Procedure Act (APA) requires service of "a copy of petition"
upon each party to an agency proceeding. Sierra Club served the TCEQ (but
no other party to the agency action) with a citation and served copies of the
petition on the other parties. The TCEQ filed a plea to jurisdiction.
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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ISSUE:

Whether a party seeking judicial review of a final TCEQ order issued
under the SWDA must serve a citation upon every party to the administrative
proceeding, or whether service upon the TCEQ is sufficient so long as other
parties are notified?

HELD:

The SWDA requires service of citation upon the TCEQ only, and §
2001.176 of the APA requires service of a copy of the petition (but not a
citation) upon every party of record to the agency proceeding. The Texas
Supreme Court noted that citation is different from mere notice, which is
permitted in many contexts aside from formal notice to a party that it has been
sued. Because the APA does not require service of citation upon each party,
the court held that Sierra Club was required to serve citation only upon the
TCEQ. The Texas Supreme Court disapproved Employees Retirement System
of Texas v. McKillip, 956 S.W.2d 795 (Tex. App.-Austin 1997, no pet.), to
the extent it held that the APA requires service of citation upon each party to
agency.

MORAL:

A party seeking judicial review of an agency order after a proceeding
involving more than two parties must carefully review the agency-specific
legislation to determine whether any party other than the agency is entitled to
service of citation.

C. Jurisdictional Deadlines

Garza v. Tex Alcoholic Beverage Comm'n,
89 S.W.3d 1 (Tex. 2002)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Garza, a liquor license applicant, appealed the Fort Bend County 240th
Judicial District Court's (Culver, J.) denial of the license. The El Paso Court
of Appeals affirmed and the Texas Supreme Court (Jefferson, J.) affirmed as
well.

KEY FACTS:

On January 9, 1998, Garza appealed the denial by Fort Bend County
Court, sitting as a surrogate for the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission,
of Garza's application to sell alcoholic beverages. Garza filed suit for judicial
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review under § 11.67(2) of the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code (Code), which
authorizes judicial review of the order and requires that a suit for judicial
review "be tried before a judge within 10 days from the date it is filed." The
district court entered its judgment on January 28, 1998, and the judgment
recited that the court "rendered its decision on January 20, 1998." January
20th was within the statutory period because the tenth day was-a legal holiday.
The court of appeals held that the district court lacked jurisdiction when it
remanded the case to the county court because it did not render judgment
within ten days.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ISSUE:

Does § 11.67(2) of the Code require that a judgment be rendered within
ten days of the filing of a suit for judicial review? Does a docket sheet entry
reflecting a court's decision constitute "rendition of judgment?"

HELD:

A judgment is generally rendered when the decision is officially
announced orally in open court, by memorandum filed with the clerk, or
otherwise announced publicly. None of these occurred by January 20th. The
January 28th written judgment takes precedence over an inconsistently dated
docket sheet entry. The Texas Supreme Court held that if a district court fails
to render judgment within the statutory period, judgment is rendered by
operation of law, and the district judge has a ministerial duty to sign a
judgment affirming the administrative decision. Then the judgment may
form a basis for an appeal to the court of appeals.

MORAL:

If a jurisdictional deadline applies to a suit, make sure the court renders
judgment within the time period that the court has jurisdiction by either (1)
signing a written judgment, (2) announcing its decision in open court, (3)
filing a memorandum with the court clerk, or (4) otherwise publicly
announcing its decision.
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D. Statutory Authority and Construction

City of Austin v. S. W. Bell TeL Co., 45 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 767,
2002 WL 1205185 (June 6, 2002, no pet.) (not released for publication)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Southwestern Bell sought review of a decision issued by the Public
Utility Commission (PUC) in the Travis County 200th Judicial District Court
(McCown, J.), after which the district court affirmed the PUC's decision in
favor of the cities of Austin, Dallas, Fort Worth, and Hereford. The Austin
Court of Appeals (Jones, J.) affirmed in part and reversed in part, after which
the Texas Supreme Court (Enoch, J.) affirmed in part and reversed in part.

KEY FACTS:

Under incentive regulation of the Public Utility Regulatory Act (PURA),
a telephone company must cap rates for basic network services according to
previously established rate groups, subject to certain exceptions. One
exception to rate caps is found in § 58.058 of the PURA, which states that
"[n]otwithstanding Subchapter B, the commission, on request of the electing
company, shall allow a rate group reclassification that results from access line
growth." Under this provision, Southwestern Bell requested that the PUC
reclassify into higher rate groups fifty-two of its exchanges in Dallas, Fort
Worth, and Austin metropolitan areas. PURA § 58.059(a) states that the PUC
amay authorize a rate adjustment" under §§ 58.085, and 58.059(g) similarly
provides that the PUC "may issue an order approving the adjustment, or if it
finds that the adjustment is not authorized" under 58.085, it may "issue an
order modifying or rejecting the adjustment." The ALJ concluded that the
PUC had statutory authority to limit or modify a rate-group reclassification
request under 58.085. The ALJ reasoned that an unreasonable disadvantage
would result if Southwestern Bell's Austin and Dallas exchanges were moved
into the next higher rate group because they wouldn't realize the same value
for the price as other, larger exchanges in those rate groups. The ALJ thus
recommended raising the upper boundaries of rate groups containing those
exchanges so they would not fall into higher rate groups. The PUC affirmed.
Southwestern Bell sought judicial review, arguing that the PUC lacked
statutory authority to change rate group boundaries in a § 58.058 rate group
reclassification request.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ISSUE:

Is the PUC authorized to adjust rate group boundaries in a proceeding
brought under § 58.058 of the PURA?
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HELD:

The plain language of PURA § 58.058, which states that the PUC "shall
allow a rate group reclassification that results from access line growth,"
precludes the PUC from adjusting rate group boundaries in a proceeding
brought under that section.

MORAL:

Plain language of a statute will be upheld.

S.W. Bell TeL Co. v. Pub. UiL Comm'n of Tex., 79 S.W.3d 226
(Tex. App.-Austin 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Southwestern Bell appealed a Public Utility Commission (PUC) rate
decision to the Travis County 250th Judicial District Court (McCown, J.),
which affirmed the PUC's ruling. Southwestern Bell appealed to the Austin
Court of Appeals (Aboussie, C.J., Smith, and Ynkel J.J.), which reversed and
remanded.

KEY FACTS:

The services of a telecommunications company utility electing to be
regulated under incentive regulation promulgated pursuant to the Public
Utility Regulatory Act (PURA) were divided into two categories: basic
services, which are subject to a rate cap until 2005, and nonbasic services that
may be priced competitively. Section 58.051 of the PURA specifies eleven
services as basic network services-one of which is "primary directory
listings"-which are subject to the rate cap. Under PURA § 58.151(23),
nonbasic services include "all other services subject to the commission's
jurisdiction that are not specifically classified as basic network services...."
Southwestern Bell elected incentive regulation, thereby committing to the rate
cap for basic services until 2005. In 2000, Southwestern Bell filed a notice
with the PUC stating its intent to increase its monthly rate for unlisted
numbers. The PUC rejected Southwestern Bell's filing on the ground that
providing unlisted numbers is included within "primary directory listings" and
is thus a basic service subject to the rate cap.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ISSUE:

Is the provision by Bell of unlisted numbers a "primary directory listing"
under PURA § 58.05 1?
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HELD:

Because statute provided that basic services are only those specifically
classified as such, the court held that provision of unlisted numbers did not
constitute a basic service. Southwestern Bell could thus price such service
competitively. The court placed significant weight on recent amendments to
the PURA moving companies away from cost-of-service regulation and
toward incentive regulation, holding that such amendments "signaled a sea
change in how telecommunications utilities that have elected incentive
regulation are to be governed."

MORAL:

Courts may defer less to agency interpretation of a statute the agency is
charged with enforcing if the legislature has implemented a transition from
regulation to market forces in the industry regulated.

Bragg v. Edwards Aquifer Auth., 71 S.W.3d 729
(Tex. 2002)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

The Edwards Aquifer Authority (EAA) appealed the Medina County
38th Judicial District Court's (Pennington, J.) voiding of the EAA's well-
permitting rules. The San Antonio Court of Appeals vacated in part and
rendered in part, after which the Texas Supreme Court (Hankinson, J.)
affirmed.

KEY FACTS:

The Braggs, who owned two commercial pecan orchards, applied to the
EAA for well permits to withdraw groundwater from the aquifer. The EAA
granted the application for the well relevant to this case, but limited the
volume of water that could be withdrawn to a volume that the Braggs asserted
would prohibit them from growing pecans in commercial quantities. The
Braggs sued the EAA for failing to prepare a "takings impact assessment"
(TIA) before issuing well-permitting rules, which limited the aggregate
volume of water that could be withdrawn annually from the aquifer. They
argued that such failure violated provisions of the Private Real Property
Rights Preservation Act (Act), which requires TIAs generally, but contains
exceptions for, inter alia, "actions reasonably taken to fulfill an obligation
mandated by state law." The EAA argued that this exception applied because
the Edwards Aquifer Act mandated that the EAA "shall adopt rules necessary
to carry out its powers and duties." The Braggs contended that because they
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had never wasted, the action on their applications was not undertaken
according to the EAA's duty to prevent waste.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ISSUE:

Was the EAA's rulemaking, the purpose of which was to regulate the
volume of water withdrawn from the aquifer, conducted pursuant to the
EAA's statutory authority to prevent waste and also pursuant to the EAA's
mandate to adopt rules necessary to accomplish this purpose?

HELD:

The EAA's adoption of well-permitting rules was done pursuant to its
statutory authority to prevent waste or protect rights of owners of interest in
groundwater, which actions are exempt from the Act. In addition, the EAA's
proposed actions on the Braggs' permit applications constituted "enforcement
of a governmental action," to which the 'HA requirement under the Act does
not apply." As to Braggs' argument that the EAA's action in this case is not
pursuant to the EAA's obligation to prevent waste, the court held that
prevention of waste, as used in the statute, refers not simply to specific
examples of waste, but to the broader concept of preventing waste by
conserving, protecting, and preserving the aquifer through the legislature's
permit system.

MORAL:

If agency action is generally consistent with statute, it will be upheld.

E. Due Process and Agency Procedure

Broadhurst v. Employees Ret. Sys. of Tex, 83 S.W.3d 320
(Tex. App.-Austin 2002, pet. filed)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Broadhurst appealed an Employee Retirement System's (ERS) denial of
disability retirement benefits to an administrative law judge (ALJ), who
reversed. The ERS refused to adopt the ALJ's findings and Broadhurst
subsequently appealed to the Travis County 261st Judicial District Court
(Byrne, J.), which affirmed the ERS order. Broadhurst next appealed to the
Austin Court of Appeals (Aboussie, C.J., Smith, and Puyea, J.J.), which
affirmed.
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KEY FACTS:

Broadhurst worked for Child Protective Services as a child protective
services specialist, which involved receiving, investigating, and evaluating
reports of child abuse for the State of Texas. Broadhurst regularly carried car
seats, young children, their belongings, and case files. She was later injured
at work when she sat down and leaned back in a chair that did not have a back
cushion. The administrative law judge (AU) concluded that Ms. Broadhurst's
disability directly resulted from a risk or hazard peculiar to her duties of state
employment, and recommended granting her application. The ERS denied the
application, and the trial court affirmed the ERS order.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ISSUE:

None; however, see author's comments below.

HELD:

Substantial evidence supported the ERS' order denying application for
occupational disability benefits because no evidence supported Broadhurst's
argument that she faced risk of back injury from frequent standing or sitting
more than those who were not engaged in her job.

MORAL:

The court's affirmance of the ERS order based on its conclusion that
Broadhurst didn't meet the statutory criteria for disability, despite the fact that
the ERS committed the same procedural errors that it committed in Flores v.
Employees Retirement System of Texas, infra, raises questions that such
procedural errors such as at issue here may be subject to a motion for
rehearing, and that perhaps here the proper result was reversal and remand.

Tex Dep't of Pub. Safety v. Story, No. 10-97-258-CV, slip op.,
2002 WL 927429, (Tex. App.-Waco May 1, 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Story sought judicial review of an administrative law judge's (ALJ)
decision upholding the Texas Department of Public Safety's (DPS) suspension
of his driver's license. The McLennan County Court at Law (Hodges, J.)
reversed in favor of Story. The DPS appealed to the Waco Court of Appeals
(Davis. C.J., Vance, and Gray, J.J. Gray, J. dissents with an opinion.).
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KEY FACTS:

After DPS suspended Story's driver's license for refusing to take a breath
test, Story requested a hearing. The AUJ upheld the suspension, and Story
appealed to the county court at law. The county court at law reversed and
rendered judgment for Story because the administrative record did not contain
the videotape of Story, and Story would not agree to stipulate to the
substitution of a copy of the videotape. The DPS appealed.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ISSUES:

Does an agency's furnishing an incomplete administrative record
constitute "other error of law" and warrant reversal of agency order? May a
reviewing court reverse and render judgment in favor of plaintiff based on an
incomplete administrative record?

HELD:

Furnishing an incomplete administrative record is not an "other error of
law" under the Texas Administrative Procedure Act (APA), § 2001.174(2)(D).
That section, like its companion provisions in § 2001.174(2), refers to errors
made before the agency. However, the county court at law erred when it
reversed Story's license suspension without reviewing the entire
administrative record. Although it did not have the videotape, the court held
that it may receive testimony for the limited purpose of deciding whether a
defective administrative record be corrected or supplemented. Here, the court
should have allowed the DPS to correct the record by supplementing it with
the copy of the videotape if the court determined that the copy is an accurate
reproduction.

MORAL:

In a suit for judicial review of an agency order, a party may present
testimony or other evidence for the limited purpose of supplementing or
correcting a defective administrative record.

DISSENT:

Justice Gray dissented from the majority on the grounds that the state
was, in effect, requesting an advisory opinion, and the appellate court had no
constitutional jurisdiction to issue such an opinion.
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Langford v. Employees Ret. Sys., 73 S.W.3d 560
(Tex. App.-Austin 2002, pet. filed)

The Travis County 345th Judicial District Court (Cooper, J.) affirmed a
denial of occupational disability benefits handed down from the ERS against
Langford. The Austin Court of Appeals (Aboussie, C.J., Smith and Puryear,
J.J.) reversed and remanded.

(The facts and issues in this case are very similar to those in Flores v.
Employees Retirement System of Texas, and the Austin Court of Appeals
relied on Flores in reversing the Employees Retirement System (ERS) order
in this case. The description below focuses only upon a procedural issue
addressed by the court of appeals in Langford, but not in Flores.).

KEY FACTS:

Langford was the food service manager at a Texas Department of
Criminal Justice (TDCJ) prison unit. He supervised the entire food service
area in the prison unit. The TDCJ required frequent cleaning of the floors in
the food service area. While walking across the wet floor being mopped by
an inmate, Langford fell and sustained a disabling injury. He applied with the
ERS for occupational disability benefits. The administrative law judge (ALJ)
recommended granting Langford's application, and the ERS Board of
Trustees (Board) reversed the ALJ's decision and denied Langford's
application. Langford sought judicial review. At trial, Langford offered into
evidence, under § 2001.175(c) of the Texas Administrative Procedure Act
(APA), a resolution adopted by the Board well after Langford's administrative
hearing. The resolution addressed the substantive issues that were present in
Langford's case. The district court sustained the ERS' objection and affirmed
the ERS order.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ISSUE NOT PRESENT IN FLoREs:

In a suit for judicial review of an agency order, does APA § 2001.175(c)
permit a party to introduce evidence of alleged agency procedural error?

HELD:

The trial court did not err in sustaining the objection to the admission of
the ERS Board's resolution adopted after a hearing on the merits concluded.
Section 2001.175(c) is intended to allow a party to present additional evidence
to the agency when it considers the ALJ's recommendation, but not to the
reviewing court. Additionally, the resolution may comprise evidence of
alleged procedural irregularities not included in the record under §
2001.175(e) of the Texas Government Code. As to other issues, the court of
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appeals followed Flores and reversed the ERS's order on the same grounds
articulated in Flores.

MORAL:

If a private party believes that an agency has committed a procedural
error in the way it considers an ALJ's proposal for decision, it should do
whatever it can to assure that the alleged error is included in the
administrative record, and assert such error as ground for reversal under APA
§ 2001.175(e).

Flores v. Employees Ret Sys. of Tex., 74 S.W.3d 532
(Tex. App.-Austin 2002, pet. filed)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Flores appealed the decision denying occupational disability benefits of
the Employees Retirement System of Texas (ERS), against the
recommendation of an administrative law judge (ALJ), to the Travis County
250th Judicial District Court (Dietz, J.). The district court affirmed the ERS
order and Flores appealed the decision to the Austin Court of Appeals (Kidd,
J., Smith, J., and Patterson, J., who dissents with opinion).

KEY FACTS:

Flores worked as an aid to a social worker for Child Protective Services
(CPS). Her job required her to transport foster children to court appearances,
meetings, and other places, and she spent about 75% of her time on the job
driving her vehicle. She was disabled after a traffic accident that occurred
while she was transporting two children to CPS headquarters. She applied for
occupational disability benefits from the ERS. The ERS staff denied
application on the ground that Flores suffered from a pre-existing
degenerative condition. Relying on two ERS precedents which held that pre-
existing degenerative conditions resulting from natural aging processes do not
disqualify an applicant from occupational disability benefits, the ALJ
recommended granting Flores' application. Subsequently, the ERS Board of
Trustees (Board) adopted a "resolution" stating that it did not intend to apply
the "natural aging process" exception that it had previously applied. The
Board then reversed the ALJ and denied Flores's application. Flores sought
judicial review, asserting that the Board's action was arbitrary and capricious
and was an abuse of discretion because the Board applied a new policy in the
course of Flores's contested case without giving her notice of its intent to do
so in its notice of hearing.
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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ISSUE:

Is an agency order arbitrary and capricious if it applies new or different
legal standards in a contested case hearing without notifying the affected party
of its intent to do so?

HELD:

Although an agency is not bound to follow its decisions in contested
cases in the same way that a court is bound by precedent, it must notify
affected persons of its intent to apply new or different legal standards in
contested case proceedings. In addition, the agency must explain its reasoning
when it departs from previously applied policy, or if an apparent inconsistency
in agency determinations results from new orders. The ERS order was also
reversed on the ground that the Board violated its rule governing when it can
reverse findings of adjudicative facts made by an ALJ, and on the additional
ground that the Board misapplied both parts of the statute setting forth
substantive criteria for occupational disability benefits.

MORALS:

An agency seeking to apply a different standard to similarly situated
adverse parties must notify the affected parties of its intent to do so in the
agency's notice of hearing. An agency must also strictly adhere to provisions
of its own rules.

DISSENT:

Justice Patterson dissents from the majority on the grounds that the
majority failed to correctly interpret the statutory definition of an occupational
disability, and therefore followed a flawed analytical framework.

Tex Dep't of Pub. Safety v. Pruitt, 75 S.W.3d 634
(Tex. App.-San Antonio 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Pruitt sought judicial review of an administrative law judge's (ALJ)
decision affirming the Texas Department of Public Safety (DPS) suspension
of Pruitt's driver's license following a DWI arrest in the Atascosa County 81st
Judicial District Court (Priest, J.). The district court reversed the license
suspension and the DPS appealed to the San Antonio Court of Appeals
(L, =, J., Duncan, J., and Angelini, J.), which reversed and rendered.
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KEY FACTS:

Pruitt sought review of a DPS order suspending his driver's license
following a DWI arrest. Pruitt argued that the DPS order was not supported
by substantial evidence because the DPS trooper arrested Pruitt pursuant to a
provision of the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code prohibiting a minor from
operating a motor vehicle with alcohol in his or her system, and Pruitt was not
a minor.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ISSUE:

Whether a DPS order suspending a driver's license because the driver
operated a vehicle while intoxicated is reversible because the DPS trooper
arrested the driver, in part because he thought the driver was a minor?

HELD:

Any evidence amounting to more than a scintilla requires a reviewing
court to affirm agency order challenged on the ground that it is allegedly not
supported by substantial evidence.

MORAL:

When an agency order is challenged on the ground that it is not supported
by substantial evidence, a reviewing court may rely on any evidence in the
record to affirm the order.

Tex- Dep't of Pub. Safety v. Jackson, 76 S.W.3d 103
(Tex. App.-Houston [14th Dist.] 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

Jackson sought review of a Texas Department of Public Safety (DPS)
decision suspending his driver's license in the Galveston County Court at Law
No. 2 (Dibrell, J.), which reversed the DPS suspension. The DPS appealed the
district court's ruling to the 14th District Houston Court of Appeals
(Anderson, J., Hudson, J., and Frost, J.), which reversed the trial court's
decision.

KEY FACTS:

Jackson was arrested for DWI, and the DPS brought an administrative
action to suspend his driver's license. Jackson argued that DPS failed to give
him certain statutory warnings required by law to be given to holders of
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commercial driver's licenses. The DPS argued that the warnings were not
required because, even though Jackson held a commercial driver's license, he
was not operating a commercial vehicle at the time of his arrest. An
audiotape, rather than a transcript, of his administrative hearing was made.
After the hearing, his driver's license was suspended, and he sought judicial
review. Because the audiotape of Jackson's hearing was inaudible, there was
no record of the administrative hearing. Therefore, the trial court heard
testimony from the administrative law judge (ALJ) that heard the case.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ISSUE:

Does the trial court's hearing testimony from the AU who presided over
the administrative proceeding violate the Texas Administrative Procedure Act
(APA) § 2001.075, which states that a court reviewing an agency action
under the substantial evidence rule is confined to the agency record.

HELD:

Because the issue decided on appeal-whether Jackson was entitled to
certain statutory warnings-was one of statutory interpretation, the reviewing
court was bound to decide the question on a de novo basis. APA § 2001.075
applies only when a reviewing court conducts substantial evidence review.
Therefore, the district court did not err in permitting the testimony of the AU.

MORAL:

Always have a court reporter at the hearing so a record of the hearing
will be available for judicial review. If this does not occur, a party seeking
judicial review of a question of law may call the ALJ as a witness to testify
as to what occurred at the administrative hearing.

IV. CONTESTED CASES AND RULEMAKING

City of Waco v. Te= Natural Res. Conservation Comm'n,
83 S.W.3d 169 (Tex. App.-Austin 2002, no pet.)

PROCEDURAL HISTORY:

The City appealed a Travis County 353rd Judicial District Court's
(Davis, J.) dismissal of a Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
(renamed the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) effective
September 1, 2002) of the City's declaratory judgment action against the
TCEQ. The Austin Court of Appeals (Aboussie, C.J., SM& and Puryear,
J.J.) reversed and remanded.
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KEY FACTS:

In February 2000, the TCEQ promulgated rules regulating future permits
for confined animal feeding operations (CAFO). The City and the local
dairymen's association challenged the TCEQ orders. The TCEQ withdrew the
orders and moved to dismiss the actions as moot and not ripe. The City
amended its petition to seek declaratory relief that the TCEQ's interim policy
of continuing to issue permits violates state regulations. The City sought to
a judicial declaration that the TCEQ may not grant additional permits for
CAFOs until the agency complies with certain federal regulations
incorporated into state law. These federal regulations prohibit new permit
issuance until the TCEQ develops compliance schedules and pollutant load
allocations. The City also sought resolution of what it characterized as a pure
question of law-do federal regulations bar all new permits until the TCEQ
develops a plan to reduce pollution in the Bosque River?

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ISSUE:

Did the ripeness doctrine require dismissal or abatement of suits
involving the validity of withdrawn agency rules?

HELD:

Ripeness implicates subject matter jurisdiction, and concrete injury is a
prerequisite to a justiciable claim. In determining ripeness, courts examine
the fitness of issues for judicial determination, and the hardship occasioned
to a party by the court denying review. The court concluded that the City
would suffer a hardship if review were denied, and requiring the City to wait
for another permit to be granted Would allow more pollution to enter Lake
Waco.

MORAL:

If a party seeking to overcome a ripeness challenge can show a
continuing condition (such as water pollution), its chances for success will
increase.
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